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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Arterial transdural blood supply is a rare angiographic phenomenon in cerebral AVMs. This study aimed
to evaluate angiographic transdural blood supply characteristics and to describe the clinical peculiarities of these lesions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A prospective AVM data base of 535 patients, enrolled from 1990 to 2016, was analyzed retrospectively.
Clinical information was reviewed through patients’ medical charts and radiologic studies. Patients with previous AVM treatment were
excluded (n � 28).

RESULTS: Patients with (n � 32, male/female ratio � 10:22; mean age, 46 � 15 years; range, 13–75 years) and without transdural blood
supply (n � 475, male/female ratio � 260:215; mean age, 40 � 18 years; range, 2– 87 years) did not show significant differences in clinical
presentation (age, hemorrhage, seizures, chronic headache). The predominant nidus size in patients with transdural blood supply was �30
mm, with significantly more patients with large AVMs (�60 mm, P � .001). To describe the transdural blood supply, we used 3 grades based
on the angiographic transdural blood supply proportion and intensity of AVM nidus perfusion (I–III). Fifty-seven percent of patients with
chronic headache had a strong and substantial transdural nidus perfusion (III) and a high-flow transdural blood supply.

CONCLUSIONS: Cerebral AVMs with transdural blood supply represent a rare and heterogeneous subgroup. Lesions can be graded by
quantifying the transdural blood supply of the nidus and by capturing hemodynamic characteristics. The broad spread of angiographic
features and comparable clinical patterns of patients with or without transdural blood supply raises questions about the relevance of the
transdural blood supply to the natural history risk of an AVM and the intention for treatment.

ABBREVIATIONS: ECA � external carotid artery; TDBS � transdural blood supply

Arterial transdural blood supply (TDBS) by branches of the

external carotid artery (ECA) is an uncommon angiographic

characteristic in cerebral AVMs. The rate of TDBS in AVMs is

reported inconsistently. Previous reports described a prevalence

of up to 50%, mainly due to preselection of patients or inclusion

of distinct pathologies such as dural arteriovenous fistulas.1-3 In

contrast, recent publications emphasized a prevalence of 7% and

6.6%, confirming the assumption of a rare phenomenon.4,5 Little

is known about the impact of the TDBS on clinical presentation

and biologic behavior, with only a few publications trying to cap-

ture the clinical and pathophysiologic aspects of these particular

AVMs.3,5,6 A systematic angiographic evaluation of TDBS char-

acteristics so far has not been attempted, though transdural feed-

ing patterns might influence surgical and endovascular treatment

strategies.7 This study aims to systematically evaluate angio-

graphic TDBS characteristics and to describe the clinical peculiar-

ities of this rare subgroup among cerebral AVMs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A prospective data base of AVMs was examined, and a consecutive

series of 535 patients, enrolled between 1990 and 2016, was ana-

lyzed retrospectively. Clinical information (basic demographic

data, clinical presentation, vascular architecture) was reviewed

through patients’ medical charts and radiologic studies.

Because prior and partial AVM treatments potentially influ-

ence the natural course and formation of TDBS, patients with

previous AVM treatment were not analyzed.6

Hemorrhage was defined as the acute onset of clinical and

neurologic symptoms, combined with detection of blood on CT

or MR imaging. Seizures and chronic headache were only as-
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sumed to be predominant symptoms when unrelated to hemor-

rhage. Chronic headache was defined as �15 days/month for at

least 3 months, following the International Classification of

Headache Disorders.8 Thus, patients with sporadic headache or

migraine were not incorporated in this subgroup. Patients with

incidental lesions as well as patients with intermittent neurologic

deficits or nonspecific symptoms leading to the diagnosis of the

AVM were summarized in 1 group (Other).

FIG 1. Representative angiograms of the 3 applied TDBS grades (left side ICA, right side ECA). A and B, TDBS I with weak and marginal contrast
of the nidus (arrowheads) by a single meningeal feeder (arrow). C and D, TDBS II with distinct and partial ECA supply. E and F, TDBS III with a
strong and substantial nidal filling from the ECA branches.

Table 1: Suggested grading of TDBS, depending on the proportion
and intensity of nidus perfusion

TDBS Grade

I II III
Proportion of nidus perfusion Marginal Partial Substantial

(�5%) (5%–50%) (�50%)
Intensity of nidus perfusion Weak Distinct Strong
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Radiologic Evaluation
Depending on the clinical presentation and condition, patients

were examined with CT and/or MR imaging followed by DSA. Fol-

lowing a standardized protocol, a complete angiography was per-

formed (frame rate, 6 frames/s) with bilateral and selective injection

into the vertebral artery, the internal carotid artery, and ECA on

admission or before treatment. Radiologic findings were categorized

following the guidelines from the Joint Writing Group for the Re-

porting Terminology for Brain Arteriovenous Malformation and

Clinical and Radiographic Features for Use in Clinical Trials.9 AVMs

were classified according to Spetzler and Ponce.10

To capture the heterogeneity of TDBS characteristics, we

graded the proportion and intensity of AVM nidus perfusion,

maintained by feeders of the ECA. Patients were divided into 3

groups following the distribution of angiographic peculiarities

and adapting recently suggested thresholds to quantify interven-

tional AVM embolization volumes (Table 1 and Fig 1).11 In case

of an overlap of different perfusion patterns or distinct feeding

varieties in 1 individual, the following grade was applied. Further-

more, flow rates for both the ICA and ECA supply were classified

as suggested by Koo et al.5 The flow rate was classified as high if the

draining vein was seen at the same time or 1 frame after visualiza-

tion of the nidus. A low flow was assumed if the draining vein was

seen on/after frame 2. Special attention was directed to the pre-

dominant ECA feeders.

Statistical Analyses
All statistical analyses were performed

using SPSS software (Version 22; IBM,

Armonk, New York). Categoric data

(clinical presentation, angiographic

characteristics) were studied using a

multinomial logistic regression analysis.

Continuous data were analyzed using

unpaired U tests (2-tailed) after examin-

ing the homogeneity of variances by

means of the Levene test. A P value � .05

indicated statistical significance.

RESULTS
Patient Demographics and Clinical
Presentation
The clinical characteristics of patients

with and without TDBS are summarized

in Table 2. Overall, 28 patients were ex-

cluded from further analysis due to prior

AVM treatment. Treatment modalities

in these cases included either radiation

therapy (n � 13) or endovascular embo-

lization (n � 5) or a combination of mo-

dalities, including partial surgical resec-

tion (n � 10). Among these patients, 12

individuals (TDBS, n � 3; no TDBS, n �

9) previously underwent proton beam

therapy in the 1980s and early 1990s.

Angiographic Characteristics
Angiographic AVM characteristics are

shown in Table 3. The predominant ni-

dus size in patients with TDBS was �30 mm, with significantly

more patients having large AVMs (�60 mm). Together with a

high (though not statistically significant) number of eloquent lo-

cations, these large AVMs in this subgroup were classified Spet-

zler-Ponce class C in a substantial number of patients.

TDBS Grading
When we applied the suggested TDBS grading, 11 patients had a

weak and marginal (I, 34%), 10 patients had a distinct and partial

(II, 32%), and 11 patients had a strong and substantial (III, 34%)

perfusion of the AVM nidus through feeders of the ECA. Due

to the small number of cases, a statistical analysis was not per-

formed. The distribution of clinical symptoms is shown in Fig 2.

The clinical presentation in relation to the nidal flow patterns

is shown in Fig 3. Forty-seven percent (n � 15) of all patients had

high-flow nidal perfusion, either by the ICA and/or ECA

branches. Among those, 8 patients (25%) had a high-flow TDBS.

Flow patterns in correlation to the suggested TDBS grading are

shown in Fig 4.

Typing of ECA Supply
When we defined the predominant arterial ECA feeders, 3 pheno-

types of TDBS could be identified (Fig 5):

Temple type (n � 21, 65%): mainly distinct feeders, including

Table 2: Clinical presentation of 507 patients with cerebral AVMs

TDBS
(No.) (%)

No TDBS
(No.) (%)

Multinomial
Logistic Regression

P Value Odds Ratio
All patients (n � 535) 39 496
Previous AVM treatment 7 (18) 21 (4)
Enrolled patients (n � 507) 32 475

Male 10 (31) 260 (55) .004 3.433
Hemorrhage 9 (28) 225 (47) .3 0.968
Seizures 8 (25) 79 (17) .4 1.672
Headache 7 (22) 44 (9) .06 3.024
Other 8 (25) 127 (27)

Age (U test) (yr)
Mean 46 � 14 40 � 18 .07
Range 13–75 2–87

Table 3: Angiographic characteristics in 507 patients with cerebral AVMs

TDBS
(No.) (%)

No TDBS
(No.) (%)

Multinomial
Logistic Regression

P Value Odds Ratio
All patients 32 475
Location

Supratentorial 27 (84) 399 (84)
Infratentorial 5 (16) 76 (16)

Size
�30 mm 7 (22) 253 (53) �.0001 117.703
�30–60 mm 17 (53) 199 (42)
�60 mm 8 (25) 23 (5) .001 16.852

Eloquence 24 (75) 252 (53) .08 4.001
Venous drainage

Deep 12 (38) 175 (37) .2 2.268
Spetzler-Ponce class

A 9 (28) 250 (53) .04 0.042
B 13 (41) 137 (29)
C 10 (31) 88 (18) .03 0.099
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all branches of the middle meningeal artery (anterior and poste-

rior branch) and the superficial temporal artery.

Occipital type (n � 5, 16%): including all branches of the

occipital artery and the posterior auricular artery.

Transbasal type (n � 6, 19%): often diffuse, involving the ter-

minal branches of the ECA and the facial artery, the maxillary

artery, and the ascending pharyngeal artery, including the poste-

rior meningeal artery.

The side of dural transition was always directly adjacent to the

AVM nidus. In those cases of temple type TDBS, all AVMs had a

nidus partially or in total involving the surface of the cerebral (n �

20) or cerebellar (n � 1) convexity. AVM nidi of the transbasal

type were either located infratentorially (n � 3; brain stem, n � 2)

or included those brain areas facing the temporal or frontal skull

base (n � 3). Lesions with an occipital-type TDBS could be found

superficially in the cerebellum (n � 1) or in the occipital and

parietal lobes (n � 4). Most interesting, no primary TDBS from

the anterior meningeal artery could be found in our cohort. The

distribution of clinical symptoms within the 3 subtypes is shown

in Fig 6.

DISCUSSION
TDBS Grading and Clinical Presentation
Our suggested grading represents a systematic analysis of angio-

graphic characteristics in the subgroup of patients with brain

AVMs with TDBS. Due to the immense heterogeneity of angio-

graphic features and small numbers, we chose a descriptive semi-

quantitative approach. The applied grading system, apart from

quantitative capture, also considered hemodynamic aspects,

which is illustrated in a high rate of high-flow ECA supply in

patients with TDBS III (55%). Thus, certain aspects of the clinical

presentation within these groups are remarkable:

1) We did not recognize a difference among these groups in

terms of hemorrhagic presentation. In general, patients with or

without TDBS had (statistically) comparable clinical patterns (age

at first diagnosis, hemorrhage, seizures, chronic headache). These

findings are different from those in previous reports, emphasizing

higher rates of nonhemorrhagic symptoms and patients with

TDBS being older.4,5 In contrast and as described in the literature,

we likewise saw a significantly larger number of Spetzler-Ponce

class B and C AVMs with TDBS as a logical consequence of pre-

dominantly large AVMs.4,5

2) Fifty-seven percent of patients with chronic headache were

graded TDBS III. Although well-recognized, the association of

AVMs and nonhemorrhagic headache is poorly understood. Ex-

planations for potential mechanisms include cerebral ischemia,

increased intracranial pressure, cortical spreading depressions,

and activation of trigeminovascular nerve afferents.12 In case

of AVMs with TDBS, meningeal irritation or cerebral hyper-

emia, due to additional ECA blood shunt volume, is likewise

conceivable.

3) Fifty-seven percent of patients with chronic headache as

chief symptom had a high-flow TDBS. These findings could un-

derline the role of hemodynamics and shear stress across the men-

ingeal transition zone.

Limitations of TDBS Grading
Mainly due to the immense number of angiographic varieties, the

implementation of the applied TDBS grading was limited in sev-

eral aspects: 1) Small and heterogeneous samples only allowed a

descriptive approach. 2) The retrospective analysis of patients’

radiologic studies prevented a volumetric determination of pro-

portional nidus perfusion. 3) Dividing the groups descriptively

into marginal/weak, partial/distinct, and substantial/strong cer-

tainly constituted an approximation of thresholds. 4) Our classi-

FIG 2. Clinical symptoms in 32 patients with TDBS according to the
suggested grading.

FIG 3. Clinical symptoms of 32 patients in relation to ICA/ECA flow
patterns (low [l] versus high [h]).

FIG 4. Flow patterns in 32 patients in correlation with the applied
TDBS grading.
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fication did not capture every aspect of TDBS, such as the number

of ECA feeders or an overlap of diverse vascular patterns within 1

individual, especially when multiple nidus compartments could

be found.

Typing of ECA Supply
In all patients with TDBS, the dural transition zone directly ad-

joined the nidus of the AVM. Bervini et al4 previously described

this phenomenon. The same authors extensively discussed poten-

tial pathophysiologic mechanisms of TDBS formation, including

increased angiogenesis, due to local hypoxia or wall shear stress, as

well as ECA feeders developing from pre-existing small bridging

arteries. We agree with the assumption of a multifactorial angio-

genetic genesis, which can be triggered by additional stimuli such
as transarterial embolization or radiation therapy.6,13,14 The high
rate of pretreated, though excluded, patients with TDBS in our

FIG 5. Representative angiograms of the 3 identified vascular phenotypes of TDBS (left side ICA, right side ECA). A and B, Temple type. C and D,
Occipital type. E and F, Transbasal type.
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cohort underlines this assumption. Therefore, TDBS reflects a
secondary vascular recruitment rather than a congenital vascular

supply of the AVM.1,4

In the same context, the described vascular phenotypes in our

cohort more likely represent a property of anatomic location and

neighborhood. Most patients (74%) with seizures were associated

with the temple type because frontal, temporal, and parietal loca-

tions are known predictors of initial presentation of epilepsy.15 In

contrast, chronic headache, often accompanying AVMs in the

occipital lobe, was exclusively found within the temple type group

(100%) and not within the occipital type group.15,16

CONCLUSIONS
Cerebral AVMs with TDBS represent a rare and heterogeneous

subgroup. Despite their immense variety of angiographic charac-

teristics, these lesions can be graded by quantifying the ECA blood

supply of the AVM nidus and by capturing hemodynamic prop-

erties. The broad spread of angiographic features and comparable

clinical patterns of patients with or without TDBS raises questions

about the relevance of TDBS to AVM natural history risk and the

intention for treatment.
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